Chapter 3
From Colony to Republic:
The Persistent Legacy of Racial Categories in the Dominican Republic3
To frame the diachronic dimension of the study, the present chapter engages historical
data regarding the use of racial terms in the Dominican Republic. The analysis covers the
period from the arrival of Spanish colonizers to the island of Hispaniola in the 15th century
through the end of the 20th century. Through this examination of a period spanning
approximately 500 years, the chapter lays the historical and ideological foundation of the
present-day system of racial classification in the Dominican Republic. To accomplish this
task, the chapter first examines the history and historical racial setting of the Dominican
Republic, with a particular focus on the social and legal import of the racial terms. The
chapter then analyzes the historical use of racial terms using corpus data, with a focus on
frequency, connotation and markedness. Finally, the chapter analyzes the historical use of
racial terms using specific historical documents, focusing on the meaning and usage of the
study’s focal racial terms.
A. The Dominican Republic: History and Historical Racial Setting
An examination of raza in the Dominican Republic begins with the racial categories
brought by Spanish colonizers to the island of Hispaniola. During the colonial period, race
emerged as a social identity and as a legal status, and people were classified by race and
racial mixture. With respect to social identity, Franco (1984) describes five racial categories
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that existed during the colonial period: liberto, mestizo, tercerón, cuarterón, and grifo
(p.28). These categories are defined in terms of the three groups in contact: Spanish
colonizers, Africans brought to the island as slaves, and indigenous Taínos. According to
Franco, Liberto refers to individuals who were considered negro or mulato; mestizo refers to
the offspring of a Taíno and a Spaniard; tercerón, describes the offspring of a Mulatto and a
Spaniard; cuarterón references the offspring of a tercerón and a Spaniard; and grifo refers to
the offspring of indio and negro. Within this rubric, each term contains information
regarding heritage and origin.
With respect to colonial racial classification, Lizardo (1979) describes nine categories, in
some respects consistent with the description of Franco: mulato or pardo, tercerón,
cuarterón, mestizo, blanco, alcatraz, zambo, grifo, saltapatrás (pp. 19-20; see also Figure
1). A comparison of the two rubrics reveals additional information. Although consistent in
other categories, the authors define mestizo in distinct ways: indio + blanco (Franco), and
cuarterón + blanco (Lizardo). The first definition is the prevailing understanding of mestizo
across Latin America—as a mixture of whiteness and indigeneity. The second definition
derives from the Código de Legislación para el Gobierno Moral, Político y Económico de
los Negros de la Isla Española (‘Código Negro Carolino’), a series of laws for the moral,
political and economic governing of blacks on Hispaniola. When mestizo is defined in the
latter way, though still contemplating mixture, the indigenous contribution falls out and is
replaced with a degree of blackness.
Mestizo, as defined by the Código Negro Carolino, has additional importance because,
while it acknowledges blackness, it also functions as a bridge to legal whiteness. During the
colonial period, race not only corresponded to social status or ideology, but many racial
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Figure 1: Dominican Miscegenation Table (Source: REPÚBLICA DOMINICANA. Centro Cultural
León Jimenes. Fondo Fradique Lizardo de Folklore Dominicano. FL00669).
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categories also directly corresponded to legal status. The categories negro, mulato, tercerón,
and cuarterón had legal meaning and ramifications under the Código Negro Carolino, such
that the code provided a harsher punishment for a crime committed by a negro or mulato
than by a tercerón or cuarterón. Within the same legal framework, whiteness could be
reclaimed after five generations of mixture, as long as there had always been ties with
persons of “white blood.”4 The reinstitution of whiteness was especially important in this
context because the legal status of whiteness corresponded to leniency, rights, and selfdetermination. That whiteness, as a legal status, could be reclaimed at all stands in stark
contrast to the racial system of the United States, for example, where the slightest traceable
African ancestry precludes the privilege of whiteness. Here, lineage and legacy interact in an
interesting way. The law affords to someone with a mixed lineage, the right to reclaim the
legacy of whiteness. This privilege was not, however, so easily realized, as the code sets out
specific requirements that each generation be the offspring of a “legitimate” marriage.5
The racial categories of the colonial period additionally index gender and ideology. The
terms zambo and alcatraz, for example, introduce a gendered dimension to the construction
of racial categories. For these terms, the racial descriptor changes according to the gender of
the racialized parent; for example, negro + india = alcatraz; indio + negra = zambo. The
detailed taxonomy invokes the Casta paintings that emerged from other Spanish colonies in
present-day Mexico and Peru (see e.g., Katzew, 2005). The categories additionally
communicate clear ideologies regarding racial hierarchy. The term saltapatrás is an
4
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example. When any other category reincorporated negro, their offspring became a
saltapatrás – literally translated, a ‘jump backwards.’ This is the colonial legacy of race: (1)
race as traceable lineage, (2) race as legal status, (3) whiteness as aspiration, and (4)
blackness as regression. The framing of race in this way is not unique to the Dominican
Republic, but is rather a persistent shared legacy of post-colonial societies.
By the end of the colonial period, popular usage created a new category of identity—
blanco de la tierra (‘white of the land’), defined as the combination of one of the other
mixed categories (mulato, tercerón, cuarterón, mestizo) plus white (Lizardo, 1979; Mayes,
2014). The scope of traceable lineage was thus reimagined, and limited to the most recent
generation. If one parent was white, a child could claim membership in the new category:
blanco de la tierra. Ideologically, this term communicates that the land—the nation, its
Hispanic heritage—confers an honorary whiteness upon its populace, such that the land in
effect confers a racial birthright.
During the 19th century, Santo Domingo transitioned from its status as a Spanish colony
to an independent republic. In 1844, upon ending 22 years of Haitian rule, and stirred by
other Latin American independence movements, the Dominican Republic declared its
independence. The Haitian occupation and the triumph of independence have persisted in
official discourses on Dominican national and racial identity. Furthermore, at the time that
Dominican statehood emerged, Western powers with established racial projects and
ideologies dominated the economic order, and concern over the race of Dominicans became
prominent. In the United States, where black Americans were still enslaved, politicians and
journalists strategically classified Dominican racial identity in order to advance political and
ideological agendas regarding Dominican statehood and the American racial order:
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Dominicans were portrayed as blacks to prevent official recognition of statehood, and as
(mostly) non-blacks to advocate official recognition of statehood (Torres-Saillant, 2010).
The American racial project with respect to the Dominican Republic served to whiten the
national image of the country. As a nascent state, the Dominican Republic took on the
assigned characterization of whiteness from the powerful Western states and was required to
view itself in relationship to those states as well as to the similarly emerging Haitian state.
In the early 20th century, the United States occupied the Dominican Republic by
military force, bringing the Dominican Republic into direct contact with U.S. ideologies.
Dominican elites embraced the whitened/Hispanicized identity projected onto the nation
from the outside, and the cultural campaign was especially taken up by the Trujillo
dictatorship from 1930-1961 (Torres-Saillant 2010). Rafael Trujillo and his associates used
the power of the State to promote a whitened, Hispanicized image of Dominican identity
that discounted and disparaged blackness and Haitianness (Cassá, 1982; Torres-Saillant,
2010). During the Trujillo regime, the cédula de Identidad y electoral (“cédula”), a national
identity document, was introduced. The cédula contains a description of the bearer’s skin
color, and its imposition has been credited with the proliferation of the use of indio/a as a
skin color descriptor. During this period, the Trujillo regime also cemented prior efforts to
conflate racial and national identities.
As the Dominican populace subscribed to this ideology to varying degrees, the
construction of nation and identity were not homogenous. Moreover, the question of
collective Dominican identity was further complicated by the presence of immigrant groups
of African descent in the Republic—Haitians, Freedmen from the United States, and
laborers from the British West Indies—who were viewed as more fitting bearers of
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blackness (Mota Acosta, 1977; Moya Pons, 2010). Whereas, on the international level,
blackness and whiteness were alternately projected onto the Dominican Republic by the
United States to accomplish political and ideological agendas, on the domestic level, the
Dominican state exercised its authority to recast blackness as a characteristic of these groups
of cultural outsiders.
By the late 20th century, a broad lexicon existed for the description of race and physical
appearance. As some colonial descriptors persisted, new terms, meanings, and usages
emerged (Guzmán, 1974). These new categories reflected evolving notions of Dominican
identity and marked a shift from the lineage-determined racial descriptors of the colonial
period (e.g., negro + blanco = mulato, mulato + blanco = tercerón, etc.) toward an
appearance-based system of description. That is, physical appearance began to determine the
way in which a person’s race would be described, sometimes irrespective of descent. Over
time, the new system, wherein descent was not determinative, became the focus of external
examination and critique.
In the conceptual evolution of raza in the Dominican Republic, the notion of race
evolves from strictly lineage based—gendered, ideological, and grounded in colonial law—
to limited scope lineage, to an effective departure from the determinative lineage model.
Meanwhile, through legal frameworks and acts of the State, alternative racial legacies drift
in and out of focus: blanco, indio, negro. The following section analyzes racial categories
found in historical corpus data, with a focus on frequency, connotation, and markedness.
B. Analysis of Racial Categories in Historical Discourse: Corpus Analysis
The data for the corpus analysis portion of this study are drawn from three online
Spanish language corpora: the Corpus de referencia del español actual (‘Reference corpus
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of current Spanish,’ CREA), the Corpus diacrónico del español (‘Diachronic corpus of
Spanish,’ CORDE), and the Archivo General de Indias (‘General Archive of the Indies,’
AGI). When narrowed to data from the Dominican Republic, CORDE and CREA contain
1,272,551 words from 1,901 documents spanning five centuries (1509 - 2004). The Archivo
General de Indias, although it does not disclose a word count, contains more than 43,000
document files from the Spanish colonial empire from the 15th through the 19th centuries.
The three corpora contain written discourse and comprise documents from genres including
literature, correspondence, the press, court records, official decrees, edicts, reports, legal
codes, travel and property records, and online blogs. Because of the nature of the
documents, racial terms appear primarily as descriptions and not as forms of address.
While recognizing that many racial descriptors exist in the Dominican Republic (e.g.,
Franco, 1984; Guzmán, 1974), the historical portion of the study focuses on a core group of
eight descriptors: blanco/a, indio/a, moreno/a, mulato/a, negro/a, prieto/a, rubio/a,
trigueño/a (Table 2 below). As in other systems of racial classification, these terms are not
freestanding, but rather exist as part of an enduring colonial racial hierarchy that positions
whiteness as aspirational and blackness as regression (Wheeler, 2015).
Table 2. Racial Terms Analyzed in the Study
blanco/a
indio/a
moreno/a
mulato/a

Racial Terms in the Dominican Republic
‘white’
negro/a
‘black’
lit. ‘Indian’6
prieto/a
‘dark’
‘brown’
rubio/a
‘blonde’
‘Mulatto’
trigueño/a
‘wheat-colored’

A search for the eight terms initially yields 1,450 tokens (or instances of use). Each
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token is then coded for variables including AUTHOR, YEAR, GENRE, RELEVANCE, and
DUPLICATION. After filtering out 694 tokens that do not pertain to the description of race
and 29 duplicate tokens, the number of relevant tokens for analysis is 727. Table 3 shows
the distribution of tokens by search term and by database.
Table 3. Number of Tokens by Term in CREA, CORDE and AGI
ALL TOKENS
trigueño
rubio
prieto
negro
mulato
moreno
indio
blanco

RELEVANT TOKENS

CREA

CORDE

AGI

TOTAL

CREA

CORDE

AGI

TOTAL

4
15
4
224
23
17
19
181

1
1
6
144
14
6
47
73

0
29
47
127
28
174
171
95

5
45
57
495
65
197
237
349
1450

4
15
4
117
23
7
16
33

1
1
1
92
14
6
43
45

0
2
1
120
26
9
142
5

5
18
6
329
63
22
201
83
727

Each token presents a variety of forms, corresponding to grammatical gender and
number, diminutive and augmentative morphemes, and additional noun and adjective forms.
Table 4 shows the forms of each racial term returned by the search.

6

Since the early 20th century, forms of indio have also been used in the Dominican
Republic as skin color descriptors. This new usage does not necessarily correspond to
indigenousness.
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Table 4. Word Forms by Racial Term

The analysis begins by examining frequency, form and context in historical and current
data to understand the usage norms for each term. The analysis then explores the
connotations of each term and the mechanisms by which authors alter these connotations.
1. Historical and Current Usage
This section explores the distribution of frequency for racial terms in the data set. Figure
2 shows the frequency of each term over time. The four most frequent terms—negro, indio,
blanco, mulato—correspond to traditional conceptions of race in the colonial Americas:
blackness, whiteness, indigenousness, and mixture of the three. Of the four terms, negro and
blanco describe both race and color. Indio, although significantly more contentious in this
regard, also describes race and, in the contemporary Dominican Republic, color. Mulato, in
these data, only describes race. Moreover, the four terms correspond to legally recognized
racial categories under documents such as the Código Negro Carolino. The four least
frequent terms—moreno, rubio, prieto, trigueño—do not correspond to broad racial
categories, but rather, to racialized physical descriptions: brown, blonde, dark, wheatcolored.
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Figure 2. Token Frequency by Term Over Time (CORDE, CREA, AGI)

Forms of negro are most frequent in the data and represent nearly half of the total
number of tokens (45.25 percent, see Table 5). When the data are divided by century, forms
of negro remain the most frequent tokens in every time period except the 16th century—
where forms of indio are most frequent. Overall, indio represents 27.65 percent of tokens.
The remaining six terms represent just over a quarter of the tokens: blanco (11.42 percent),
mulato (8.67 percent), moreno (3.03 percent), rubio (2.48 percent), prieto (0.83 percent),
and trigueño (0.69 percent).
Table 5. Token Frequency by Century (Descending total)
negro
indio
blanco
mulato
moreno
rubio
prieto
trigueño

1500s
44
135
2
5
2
2
1
0

1600s
23
4
3
15
2
0
0
0

1700s
55
2
3
9
2
0
0
0

1800s
32
5
0
3
6
0
1
0

1900s
98
44
60
16
7
11
4
5

2000s
77
11
15
15
3
5
0
0

Total
329
201
83
63
22
18
6
5
727

Having discussed the form and frequency of racial terms in the Dominican Republic
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over time, the analysis now turns to an examination of context and connotation for the four
most frequent terms (in ascending order): mulato, blanco, indio, and negro.
Mulato
During the colonial period, mulato was a legally recognized racial category, defined as
offspring of legitimately married white fathers and black mothers.7 Since that time, the term
has expanded to refer more generally to the racial mixture between black and white. To
further understand the meaning and connotations of mulato it is helpful to examine the
linguistic context(s) in which its forms occur. Sixty-three tokens of mulato occur in the data.
The frequency data appear in Table 6. Of the 63 tokens, 45 (71.43 percent) occur as
independent descriptors. Seven (11.11 percent) tokens of mulato occur with libre (‘free’);
five (7.94 percent) occur with esclavo/a (‘slave’); and five (7.94 percent) with criado/a
(‘servant’). The noun form mulataje appears once in the data.
Table 6. Frequency: Forms of Mulato
Form
mulato/a(s)
mulato/a(s) libre(s)
mulato/a(s) esclavo/a(s)
criado mulato
mulataje

#
45
7
5
5
1
63

The context of the tokens confirms that mulato is understood as a mix between white and
black (e.g., row 1 in Table 7 below). The tokens also speak to the position of the mulato
within the racial hierarchy and the value placed on specific physical traits. For example, one
author speaks about beautiful mulatos with straight hair and features typically associated
with whiteness (row 2). Another describes mulatas as seductresses (row 3).
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Table 7. Mulato in Context

These examples and their connotations are relatively recent. Prior to the 20th century,
authors that used forms of mulato also had to navigate its implications regarding slavery. In
this respect, mulato is an ambiguous term, not clearly referencing an enslaved or free person.
Thus, where relevant, authors accomplish this distinction using modifiers and contextual
clues. As discussed above, and as in Table 8, forms of mulato occur with libre to emphasize
freedom (row 1), and with esclavo to emphasize enslaved status (row 2). Authors also allude
to enslaved status, without using the word esclavo, by describing, for example, a situation in
which a mulata is given lashes (row 3).
Table 8. Mulato and Enslaved Status

Mulato, thus, describes the racial mixture of blanco and negro. Correspondingly, within
the racial hierarchy of the Dominican Republic, mulato falls below blanco and above negro.
7

Código Negro Carolino, Capítulo Tercero, Ley 1.
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This hierarchy is consistent with the racial ideology of the colonial period. With respect to
slavery, mulato has historically been an ambiguous term. Given this ambiguity, authors
navigate connotations of enslaved status using the descriptors libre and esclavo and other
contextual clues.
Blanco
The use of blanco derives from the presence of Spanish colonizers on the island of
Hispaniola. During the colonial period, blanco was also a legally recognized racial category.
To further understand the connotations of blanco, it is helpful to examine its forms in
linguistic context. Eighty-three tokens of blanco appear in the data, and these frequency data
are summarized in Table 9. Of the 83 tokens of blanco, 63 (75.9 percent) occur as
independent descriptors. Nineteen tokens (22.89 percent) occur with broad group descriptors
for race, people, and descent (‘raza, gente, descendencia’). The noun form blancura appears
once in the data.
Table 9. Frequency: Forms of Blanco
Form
blanco/a(s)
raza blanca
gente blanca
descendencia blanca
blancura

#
63
14
4
1
1
83

The context of the tokens confirms that blanco is at the top of the racial hierarchy (row 1
in Table 10 below). Authors associate blancos with blue eyes and contrast blanco with the
“imperfection” of other racial mixture (row 2). In some cases, blanco has an inflection of
outsider status (row 3). There are also some tokens that reference blancos pobres (‘poor
whites’) and places where blancos are not looked upon favorably (row 4). Unlike mulato,
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blanco is unambiguous with respect to status. There are no occurrences of blanco libre, for
example, as libre would be superfluous in this context, given that all blancos were by
definition free.
Table 10. Blanco in Context

As with mulato, there is a contrast between recent tokens and earlier tokens. Of the 83
tokens of blanco, only eight (9.64 percent) occur prior to the 20th century. Of the eight pre20th century tokens, only two describe an individual. The examples in Table 11 shed some
light on the paucity of blanco tokens during this time period and reveal blanco as the
unmarked racial form. Example 1 is an excerpt from a passenger log that describes five
passengers: Baltasar Calderón, his wife María, two servants, and “a black slave.” For each
of the first four passengers, the author describes profession, but not race, reserving racial
description for the esclavo. In row 2, the same phenomenon occurs, on a passenger log
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listing six people, the author includes race for mulato and negro passengers. The others are
described according to profession or personal relationship. In row 3, servants are listed as
criado, with family lineage, and the esclavo is described as negro. This is “invisible
whiteness”—the privilege of being the unmarked racial default. In this historical context,
describing a person as blanco is not the societal norm—not because it is impolite, but rather,
because it is unnecessary.
Table 11. Blanco as Unmarked Racial Form

Blanco, in these tokens, represents the top of the racial hierarchy in the Dominican
Republic and reveals the persistent imprint of the colonial period. In contemporary usage,
blanco is associated with desirable physical characteristics. However, blanco is also
associated with outsider status and may be described in negative terms. With respect to
slavery, blanco is unambiguous and requires no modifiers because it carries a presumption
of freedom. Furthermore, as the data indicate that whiteness was historically the unmarked
racial default, the use of blanco was actually superfluous in many contexts.
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Indio
Although the use of indio as a skin color term is one of the more contentious practices in
the contemporary Dominican Republic, it is helpful to examine the linguistic context(s) in
which forms of indio occur to understand its meaning over time. Two hundred and one
tokens of indio appear in the data. The frequency data appear in Table 12. Of the 201 tokens,
76 (37.81 percent) occur as independent descriptors, and 116 (57.71 percent) refer to indios
as property, either through use of esclavo or through contextual information. Authors also
refer to the Indian race (raza india), Indian caste (casta india), Indian territory (territorio
indio), and Indian words (vocablos indios). Three additional tokens (1.49 percent) treat indio
as a descriptor of skin color.
Table 12. Frequency: Forms of Indio
Form
indio/a(s)
indio/a(s) as esclavo / property
raza india
de color indio
casta india
territorio indio
vocablos indios

#
76
116
3
3
1
1
1
201

The context of the tokens confirms that indio historically refers to a variety of
indigenous populations in the Americas—those on Quisqueya, in Santo Domingo, in Peru,
in Honduras. Likewise, forms of indio appear in a variety of social contexts. The indio is
described as beautiful and well configured, while also non existent in the contemporary
Dominican Republic (row 1 in Table 13). Indios are also presented as conquered, weak, and
for service (examples in row 2). Despite these negative characterizations, however, indio is
positioned above negro in the racial hierarchy (row 3). Moreover, when indio is used as a
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skin color descriptor, the characterizations are almost uniformly positive (row 4).
Table 13. Indio in Context

The greatest percentage of tokens of indio (67.16 percent) occurs in the 1500s. This
concentration of tokens speaks to the historical context of the 16th century. Six tokens of
indio (2.99 percent) occur with forms of esclavo (row 1 of Table 14). As the Spanish
colonizers brought in enslaved Africans to replace indigenous labor, freedom suits arose,
brought by and on behalf of persons described as indio. Twenty tokens (9.95 percent)
represent freedom suits brought by indios (row 2), and 84 tokens (41.79 percent) arise in
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suits regarding indios (row 3).
Table 14. Indio, Slavery, and Freedom

The term indio historically referred to indigenous populations of the Americas.
Particularly in the 16th century, the term indio—like mulato—was ambiguous with respect
to enslaved status. As such, authors navigated the issue by employing the modifier esclavo
or other contextual clues. In contemporary discourse, indios are referred to as a historical
racial group—conquered, weak, for service. However, indio is placed above negro in the
racial hierarchy, and, particularly when used as a color term, denotes positive characteristics.
Negro
Negro has a long history tying it to blackness and to Africa. Under colonial laws such as
the Código Negro Carolino, the legal status of negro corresponded to severe punishments,
diminished rights, and lack of autonomy. The corpus data reveal additional information
regarding the meaning and connotation of negro over time. Of the 329 tokens of negro, 193
(58.66 percent) appear as independent descriptors. The remaining tokens demonstrate
patterns of co-occurrence (as in Table 15). Forty-seven cases (14.29 percent) refer to negros
as esclavos. The context in 32 additional cases (9.73 percent) alludes to the enslaved status /
propertyhood of negros. Considered together, these 79 tokens directly connect forms of
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negro with slavery in 24.01 percent of tokens. Five tokens (1.52 percent) of negro occur
with criado (‘servant’) and not esclavo. The data additionally reveal that forms of negro
occur with broad group descriptors: race, culture, community, people, population (‘raza,
cultura, comunidad, gente, población’). The broad concept of negritud (‘blackness’) is
referenced, as are color, and a genre of poetry (‘de color negro’, ‘poesía negroide’). The
augmentative form negrón appears as a last name.
Table 15. Frequency: Forms of Negro
Form
negro/a(s)
negro/a(s) as esclavo /
property
raza negra
negritud
de color negro
negrillo/a(s) / negrito(s)
criado negro
cultura negra
comunidad negra
gente negra
negrón
población negra
poesía negroide

#
193
79
18
9
8
7
5
5
1
1
1
1
1
329

The context data for the term negro reveal broad encyclopedic knowledge regarding the
term’s meaning. Of the 329 tokens of negro, 36 (10.94 percent) specifically reference
outsiders – from Africa, the United States, Haiti, Turks and Caicos, and Puerto Rico. Forms
of negro appear in a variety of contexts. For example, el negro, although described as
among the best athletes, is also described as unappealing and savage, undesirable, and
ethnically degenerate (row 1 of Table 16). Moreover, authors describe discrimination and
the position of the negro within the racial hierarchy (row 1). Negras are sometimes
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described as beautiful and princesses (row 2). Nevertheless, while physical characteristics of
the body paint la negra as a lover, an object of physical desire (row 3), negras are also
represented as brujas (‘witches’), physically undesirable, and a source of fear (row 4).
Table 16. Negro in Context
1.

2.

3.

Negro:
… el tipo es negro, ordinario y salvaje, no revelando otra cosa
Negative en su rostro, que la estupidez dada delata en ellos el origen
extranjero.

Negra:
Positive

Negra:
Body /
Physical
Desire

CORDE
1921

También hay muchos negros, rústicos y muy ordinarios, por
sus apellidos se deduce la procedencia haitiana y tanto en los
negros como en los blancos se nota poca lucidez, siendo
generalmente brutos.

CORDE
1921

Sin embargo las constantes inmigraciones de haitianos que
forman familia en el país están aumentando la proporción de
negros. Esta tendencia de degeneración étnica es alarmante
pues la fecundidad haitiana es proverbial y su población es
más numerosa que la nuestra.

CORDE
1922

Desde luego que cabía ese peligro, insistió Yolanda, pero
Evelinda debía tener en cuenta que en un país tan avanzado
como aquél existían los medios necesarios para que nadie,
absolutamente nadie, salvo los degenerados de nacimiento
(muchos negros y puertorriqueños, por ejemplo) penetrara en
el falso paraíso de la drogadicción.

CREA
1980

Caro Magino, una antropóloga dominicana ha dicho que en el
país se discrimina al negro. Expresa que el negro
ocupa "puestos secundarios en relación con los blancos".

CREA
2004

Una princesa, negra bien trajeada, con una cayena en la
cabeza, era objeto del homenaje de la mayoría; …

CORDE
1922

La figura femenina impera en todas sus obras, y siempre se
trata de celebrar la belleza de la mujer negra.

CREA
2003

Van con ansias tras las negras, venciendo riscos, para gozar
sus cuerpos húmedos y negros como la noche, y los nativos los
aprovechan para cazarlos como a palomas extraviadas.

CREA
1997

La mujer de Timoneda, una negra de nalgas grandes y mirada
soez, dizque le robaba la mayor parte del dinero que recibía.

CREA
2002
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4.

Negra:
Un país con negras brujas y mulatas seductoras e injusticias
Negative sin cuento.8

CREA
2002

Según se murmuraba entre las tropas estacionadas en el
campamento, el Coronel le tenía miedo a las mujeres negras.

CREA
1997

These examples and their connotations are relatively recent. Roughly half of the tokens
of negro (46.81 percent), however, occur prior to the 20th century. With these earlier tokens,
authors that use forms of negro also have to navigate its implications regarding enslaved
status. In this respect, negro, like mulato and to a lesser degree indio, is an ambiguous term,
not clearly referencing an enslaved or free person. Thus, authors accomplish this distinction,
where relevant, using modifiers and contextual clues. As above, and as in Table 17, forms of
negro occur with libre to emphasize freedom (4.56 percent of tokens), and with esclavo to
emphasize enslaved status (14.29 percent of tokens). Authors also allude to enslaved status
(9.73 percent of tokens) by describing, for example, a situation in which a negro is fugado
(‘runaway’, row 1 in Table 17), or negros are exported (row 2). Likewise, authors allude to
free negros without using the word libres, but rather, by using contextual information such
as travel without a sponsor (row 3) or possession of freedom documents (row 4).
Table 17. Negro, Slavery, and Freedom
1. Carta núm 176 del Gobernador y Capitán General de la parte española de

la isla de Santo Domingo, D. Carlos de Urrutia, al Secretario de Estado y
del Despacho Universal de la Guerra, en la que informa sobre la
pretención formulada Cristóbal, caudillo del Norte, sobre entrega de un
negro fugado del Guarico.

AGI
1817

8

It should be noted that the notion of the bruja / brujo does not always have negative
connotations. In fact, although in conflict with the dominant Catholic beliefs of the setting,
many Dominicans have sought, and continue to seek, the counsel of brujos.
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2. D. José Fuertes, a D. Francisco de Saavedra; da noticias relativas a la

posibilidad de guerra entre la América y la Francia, a los manejos del
General negro Toussaint l´Overture en Santo Domingo, intrigas de los
ingleses y perjuicios que puede ocasionar la prohibición por el Parlamento
de la exportación de negros.
3. Santiago Zorrilla, negro, natural de Santo Domingo, con su mujer Juana

Pujol, negra, a Santo Domingo.
4. Antón de Zafra, negro, a Santo Domingo. Presentó escritura de ahorría ...

AGI
1798

AGI
1767
AGI
1538

The term negro, associated with Africa, Haiti, slavery, is at the bottom of the racial
hierarchy in the Dominican Republic. This position is an enduring colonial legacy.
Historically, as with mulato and indio, negro is an ambiguous term with respect to slavery.
Still, authors emphasize the enslaved or free status of the referent by employing the
modifiers esclavo and libre / horro or by including contextual information that makes this
status clear. In contemporary discourse, forms of negro can be associated with some positive
characteristics such as athletic ability and beauty, but they are also frequently associated
with negative characteristics and undesirability.
Having discussed the diachronic frequency, form, and context of racial terms in the
Dominican Republic, the analysis turns to a consideration of the role of euphemism in the
use of racial terms.
2. Exploring the Role of Euphemism
The concept of euphemism is particularly relevant to a discussion of racial terms, as
racial description is a realm that invokes consideration of stigma and “political correctness.”
With the notion of euphemism, a milder form of a word or expression is substituted for a
form that might be offensive or harsh. The related notion of dysphemism—substituting an
offensive expression for a neutral or euphemistic one—will also be explored (Culpeper
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2011; Allan & Burridge, 2006). This section discusses the role of euphemism in the
Dominican Republic as it relates to forms of negro.
Although some forms of negro present as somewhat neutral descriptors (e.g., los negros,
la raza negra, la negritud), over the past several centuries, negro has also acquired a marked
pejorative aspect, relating to slavery and possession, outsider status, and negative
characteristics (Tables 16 and 17 above). Despite negative associations, forms of negro are
still the most frequent in the data. The continued frequency speaks to the descriptive strength
and utility of the word negro and informs the strategies used to mitigate the accompanying
stigma of blackness. Such strategies appear in at least three ways: diminutive forms,
dilution, and broad euphemistic terms (summarized in Table 18 below).
Table 18. Mitigating Strategies for the Use of Negro
Diminutives 1. hernandillo de ocho años; muchachas negrillas;
Julianjca de qujnze años; beatrizilla de ocho años;
ysabelica de ocho años

Dilution

CORDE
1547

2. El del bigote, Mella, y el negrito, Sánchez, lo
acompañaban...

CREA
1980

3. Estoy negrito de pasármela en el mar, donde me llevo
mi guitarra y disfruto con mis amigos.

CREA
2003

4. A la segunda pregunta dixo que agora al presente en
visita del testamento de lucrecia de Escobal morena
libre le á pedido joseph de chauarri notario quarenta y
quatro Reales de plata ...

CORDE
1674
CREA
1997

5. Esta morena de pelo muy crespo habla con autoridad
sobre cualquier tema.
6. La mayoría de las personas señaladas como galipotes o
dundunes tienen piel oscura o son "gente prieta."
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7. Caché, caché, comprender que en ese paisazo los
primeros que se joden son los prietos, la gente fea,
bembona y bruta...
8. Parece que esta "Dama", echó algunos hijos al mundo
siendo estos, por lo que he podido observar,
el cruzamiento de mulatos con la susodicha Dama
blanca.
Broad
9. Corresponde a este Distrito la región O. y N. O. de la
Euphemistic
común de Santiago y en ella hay una notable variedad
Terms
de gente de color (negros, mulatos y mestizos).
10. "Nosotros los antillanos, no debemos mirar hacia el
Continente, porque no tenemos nada de indios.
Somos afroamericanos".

CREA
1980
CORDE
1921

CORDE
1922
CREA
2003

First, the use of diminutives has been explored as a pragmalinguistic facet of politeness
(e.g., Leech, 2014; Mendoza, 2005). Seven tokens of diminutive forms of negro appear in
the data, manifesting as negrillas, negrillos, negrito, and negritos. The first example from
Table 18 is an excerpt from a property inventory. The author employs the diminutive form
negrillas to describe some enslaved girls. Here, the diminutive morpheme corresponds to the
age of the girls described in the document. In addition to the diminutive form negrillas, the
author adds diminutive morphemes to form the names Hernandillo and Beatrizilla. The
second example is an excerpt from a novel in which the author is describing physical
characteristics of the characters. The first character, Mella, is identified by his mustache, and
the second, Sánchez, is identified by his color. The third example is from a magazine and
represents a speaker characterizing the temporary condition of being tanned after spending
time in the sun. Here, diminutives are used to describe children, the physical appearance of a
character, and the temporary condition of being dark after a tan.
The second mitigating strategy is the use of racial descriptors that ‘dilute’ blackness. It
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has been argued that, in the Dominican Republic, forms of moreno, mulato, and prieto are
euphemisms for negro (Guzmán, 1974). This argument would appear to hold true for
moreno and mulato, which can be used in the same contexts as negro (e.g., examples 4, 5,
and 8 in Table 18). While prieto can also serve this substitution function (e.g., example 6),
the data indicate that prieto may actually serve as a dysphemism—intensifying the negative
connotations in some cases (e.g., example 7).
The third mitigating strategy is the use of broad euphemistic terms to describe race. In
example 9, a report on the psychology of the Dominican people uses the term gente de color
(‘people of color’) to describe negros, mulatos, and mestizos. This particular term evokes the
racial euphemisms of the United States. The author of example 10, an art magazine in Santo
Domingo, uses the term afroamericanos (‘African Americans’) to describe the race of the
Dominican people. Because afroamericanos references a broad understanding of the
Americas, Afro-descended people in North and South America and the Caribbean could be
covered by the term, and afroamericanos does not carry the same stigma as negro.
Negro is the descriptor that has historically represented the bottom of the racial hierarchy
in the Dominican Republic, and thus several strategies exist to mitigate the stigma of its
forms—diminutives, diluted forms, and broad euphemistic terms. These terms can also
invoke dysphemism in some contexts, as in the case of prieto.
Having explored the role of euphemism and dysphemism as it relates to representations
of blackness, the analysis now turns to the linguistic strategies involved when race is
exchanged for other descriptors.
3. Trading Race for Alternative Descriptors
Another trend that emerges from the data is the tendency to enact politeness by
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describing people using characteristics other than race. This trend manifests with respect to
the description mechanism of color. The data in Table 19 summarize the frequency of these
tokens with respect to the linguistic formulation “de color X.” This narrow formulation is
isolated here because, when the descriptors appear independently, the referent (e.g., race,
color, status) is ambiguous (as discussed above). A specific color description appears in the
data for the terms indio (20 percent), moreno (13.33 percent), negro/a (53.33 percent),
prieta (6.67 percent), and trigueño (6.67 percent). Absent are the terms blanco and mulato.
For mulato, this result is not surprising, as mulato is not used as a color descriptor in these
data. The absence of blanco will be discussed below.
Table 19. Distribution of "de color ..." Formulation
Form
de color prieta
de color negro/a

de color moreno
de color indio
de color trigueño

Date(s)
1527
1532
1535
1536
1539
1540
1810
1812
1922
1922

horra / libre
horras
sobre libertad
horro
horro/a + libre
carta de ahorría
libre y horra
libre
horra + libre
---------

n
1
8

2
3
1
15

The earliest tokens of the “de color X” formulation occur in the 16th century and involve
the descriptors negro/a and prieta. Without exception, these tokens describe individuals who
are free(d) or have the foreseeable potential to be free (e.g., through a freedom suit). The
connection between the description and free status is important in the 16th century context
due to the ambiguity inherent in the term negro as discussed in section 1. Here, when
authors describe an individual as de color negro/a or de color prieta, they are also
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commenting on the status of the individual. The de color formulation is never used to
describe someone who is enslaved and without the immediate potential for freedom. Thus,
while the formulation does not hide the race of the described individual, it affords a certain
courtesy that is not extended to the indefinitely enslaved. The tokens for de color moreno in
the 19th century perform the same function. Critically, though, these tokens do not include
explicit descriptors of freedom. This early function of the de color formulation—to remove
ambiguity regarding enslaved status—returns the discussion to the question of why a de
color blanco formulation does not appear in the data. As discussed in section a, blanco is an
unambiguous term during the colonial period. An individual who is blanco is by default also
free. Thus, shifting the description from race to color in the case of blanco would not be a
courtesy, but rather would needlessly mark the individual’s unmarked privilege.
C. Analysis of Racial Categories in Historical Discourse: Historical Documents
With the historical corpus analysis as a backdrop, this section analyzes the nature and
historical use of racial terms found in specific historical documents. The first section
discusses skin color as a legally significant characteristic and as a non-exclusive descriptor
in the 16th century. The second section discusses racial categories as legal categories in the
18th century; and the final section explores the relationship between race and skin color
categories in the 20th century.
1. Skin Color as Legal Category and Non-Exclusive Descriptor in 16th-Century Petition
for Freedom (1548)
Although, as discussed in earlier sections, much of the focus during the colonial period
was on racial categories, there was a simultaneous discourse on skin color that implied color
as a legally significant characteristic, and color as a non-exclusive space of identity. The
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word color, when used in conjunction with a descriptor of blackness (e.g., negro, moreno,
prieto) specifically implied freedom, or the potential for the same. As discussed previously,
during the colonial period, individuals described as negro could be either free or enslaved,
but the descriptor ‘de color negro’ was only used for persons who were free or petitioning
for freedom. An example of color as legal status appears in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Cover Page of a Petition Submitted by Pedro de Carmona for His Freedom (1548).
(Source: ESPAÑA. MINISTERIO DE CULTURA. Archivo General de Indias, ES.41091.AGI/24.52.8
//JUSTICIA, 978, N.2).
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In 1548, Pedro de Carmona, a slave in the new Spanish colonies, petitioned the Chamber
of Justice in Seville for his freedom. The case is captioned “Pedro de Carmona, de Color
Prieto y esclavo” (‘Pedro de Carmona, of dark color and [a] slave’). Here, Pedro de
Carmona’s skin color is mentioned on the cover page of the case and is not merely
descriptive of his physical appearance, but also indicative of his status as a person
petitioning for freedom.
Skin color appears here beside the word esclavo (‘slave’), indicating the petitioner’s
legal status—presently enslaved, but with the potential for freedom. This same document
demonstrates the colonial conception of color as a non-exclusive space of identity. That is,
color descriptors were not mutually exclusive—such that different individuals might
describe a single person using different color descriptors. Moreover, such was the nonexclusive nature of this space that a single individual might describe a single other using
multiple color descriptions.
The version of the document that is available to me comprises 24 pages, subdivided into
11 separate statements and additional notes. Thirteen of the document’s 24 pages—
including each separate statement and two pages of notes—contain references to Pedro de
Carmona’s skin color. Of fourteen descriptions, four use prieto; six use moreno; and four
use negro. In each case, the skin color description appears as part of the formulation ‘Pedro
de Carmona de color X’. Each term—moreno, negro, prieto—has its own meaning and
nuance, but all three terms are used here to describe the same individual—Pedro de
Carmona. These data tend to indicate that the categories moreno, negro and prieto were not
mutually exclusive during the colonial period, but rather allowed for categorical overlap.
This overlap suggests that the difference between these categories may not have been a
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purely physical one.
The document additionally highlights the flexibility afforded to a speaker to describe a
single individual using different racial terms in the same setting. This is demonstrated in
Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 is an excerpt from the first page of Pedro de Carmona’s petition.
This page of the document appears to be written in the first person. Lines 1 and 2 begin:
‘Pedro de Carmona of dark color, XX and servant from [a] child in these kingdoms of
Castilla, I kiss the feet and hands of XX…’ The verb form beso is the first person singular ‘I
kiss’. Likewise, in line 3, the phrase ‘to know how I had an owner that had me as [a] slave
on the island…’ indicates that the author is speaking in the first person.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Figure 4: Pedro de Carmona describes himself as 'de color prieto' (Source: ESPAÑA. MINISTERIO
DE CULTURA. Archivo General de Indias, ES.41091.AGI/24.52.8 //JUSTICIA, 978, N.2).

In this portion of the document, Pedro de Carmona lays the foundation of his claim.
Pedro describes an owner that had him as a slave (line 3); how he was stolen from his
homeland and the bosom of his mother (line 4); how, after Pedro rendered good service, his
owner granted him freedom by means of his will (lines 6-7); and how he purchased and
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married a woman named Isabel to whom he had been married for thirteen years (lines 1113). The signature of Pedro de Carmona appears at the bottom of the page, although not
shown here.
On a later page of the document, Pedro de Carmona again speaks in the first person.
Line 1 begins, ‘Pedro de Carmona of brown color I say that I, having come from the Indies
…’ This line contains the first person singular verb form digo (‘I say’) and the first person
singular pronoun yo (‘I’). In line 3, the first person singular possessive pronoun mi appears
in the phrase ‘my freedom’; in line 5, the first person pronoun yo and the first person
singular verb form estoy appear. This page also bears the signature of Pedro de Carmona.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Figure 5. Pedro de Carmona describes himself as 'de color moreno' (Source: ESPAÑA.
MINISTERIO DE CULTURA. Archivo General de Indias, ES.41091.AGI/24.52.8 //JUSTICIA, 978,
N.2).

Because both of these pages are signed by Pedro de Carmona and written in the first
person, one may safely conclude that Pedro de Carmona is the author of both statements.
Moreover, the two statements appear in the same document and have the same audience.
Nevertheless, in the opening line of the two statements, Pedro de Carmona describes himself
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in two distinct ways: first, as de color prieto (as on the caption page); and, subsequently, as
de color moreno. Because of the legal nature of this document—a petition submitted to the
court—it is reasonable to expect that the information included in the document will be
accurate. That the court accepts both descriptions for a single individual further supports the
argument that the categories moreno and prieto are not mutually exclusive during the
colonial period.
The same phenomenon occurs when others describe Pedro de Carmona. Figures 6 and 7
appear in the same document and appear to be written in the same handwriting. Whereas
Figure 6 describes Pedro de Carmona as color negro (line 5), Figure 7 describes him as
color prieto (line 4). Here again, a single speaker describes a single subject using two
different skin color terms: negro and prieto. As with prieto and moreno, the usage of negro
and prieto to describe the same individual, and the acceptance of this use by the court,
supports the argument that the categories negro and prieto are not mutually exclusive.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Figure 6. Pedro de Carmona described as 'color negro' (Source: ESPAÑA. MINISTERIO DE
CULTURA. Archivo General de Indias, ES.41091.AGI/24.52.8 //JUSTICIA, 978, N.2).
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1
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8
Figure 7. Pedro de Carmona described as 'color prieto' (Source: ESPAÑA. MINISTERIO DE
CULTURA. Archivo General de Indias, ES.41091.AGI/24.52.8 //JUSTICIA, 978, N.2).

The notion of skin color as a non-exclusive space persists beyond the colonial period and
continues to manifest itself in contemporary discourse on identity in the Dominican
Republic. The next section turns to an exploration of racial categories as legal categories in
the 18th century.
2. Racial Categories as Legal Categories in the 18th-Century Código Negro Carolino
The Código de Legislación para el Gobierno Moral, Político y Económico de los Negros
de la Isla Española (Código Negro Carolino) is a legislative code published by the Spanish
empire toward the end of the colonial period in 1784 and was intended for the moral,
political and economic governance of negros on the island of Hispaniola (present-day
Dominican Republic and Haiti). Law 1 of the Third Chapter of the First Part of the Código
Negro Carolino sets out several racial categories, each of which will have specific
ramifications in the remainder of the code. The code frames the importance of these
categories in the following way:
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And being necessary to this effect to make before all things the opportune division of
their races or generations for the classes and censuses in which they must distribute
themselves and for the fair regulation of civil rights, concept and rank that they must
have in the public order and the ministries and trades to which according to their
diverse classes they must dedicate themselves, we will divide their population.9
These racial categories thus have ramifications for civil rights and occupational
possibilities, among other social and political implications. The code defines six racial
categories, summarized in Table 20: negro, mulato / pardo, tercerón, cuarterón, mestizo,
and blanco.
Table 20. Colonial Racial Categories (Código Negro Carolino, 1784)
Racial Categories Defined in Código Negro Carolino
1 negro
negros esclavos y libres
2 mulato / pardo blanco + negra (‘legitimately married’)
3 tercerón
mulato / pardo + persona blanca (‘marriage’)
4 cuarterón
tercerón + persona blanca
5 mestizo
cuarterón + persona blanca
6 blanco
mestizo + blanco (‘legitimate generation’)
The category negro comprises both enslaved and free blacks. The category mulato /
pardo is defined as the offspring of a ‘legitimately married’ white father and black mother—
blanco + negra. The directionality of the race-gender dynamic for this category is clear.
While the code contemplates the union of a white man and a black woman, it does not
acknowledge the possibility of a union between a black man and white woman. Figure 8 is
an 18th-century portrait of a man described as the ‘seditious mulato of Santo Domingo’.
This image of an 18th-century mulato is a rare glimpse into the physical understanding of
the term during the late colonial period.

9

‘Y siendo necesario a este efecto hacer ante todas las cosas la división oportuna de sus
razas o generaciones para las clases y censos en que deban distribuirse y para la justa
regulación de los derechos civiles, concepto y graduación que deban tener en el orden
público y los ministerios y oficios a que según sus diversas clases deban destinarse,
dividiremos la población,’ Código Negro Carolino (1784), Primera Parte, Tercer Capítulo,
Ley 1.
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Figure 8: Retrato grabado de Vicente Ogé 'sedicioso mulato de Santo Domingo' (1790)
Source: ESPAÑA. MINISTERIO DE CULTURA. Archivo General de Indias, ES.41091.AGI/27.9/MPESTAMPAS,30(3)

The code defines tercerón as the offspring of a marriage between a mulato or pardo and a
white person; cuarterón as the offspring of a tercerón and a white person; and mestizo as the
offspring of a cuarterón and a white person. As discussed in Section A of this chapter,
mestizo, under the Código Negro Carolino, functions as a bridge to legally-recognized
whiteness. The code defines the offspring of a mestizo and a white person as blanco, stating:
And they shall be renowned as blancos, if one of them has not interrupted the
predefined order (in which case the generation will go backwards, according to the
quality of the person that reverses it), being fair that the society to whose population
and benefit they have contributed with their services reward them, raising them
sometime to the hierarchy of the main social class; in which it will have in addition
the greatest interest making appreciable for so appealing an incentive the miserable
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condition of their slaves.10
This section of the code very explicitly sets out the racial hierarchy and racial ideology of
the colonial period. Whiteness is aspirational—a social privilege to which the populace
should aspire, one that may be restored under strict conditions if it is lost. All other
categories are subordinated to blanco in the hierarchy, such that their inclusion in a given
mixture sends a person ‘backwards’ in the hierarchy.
a. Racial Categories and Legal Expectations for Social Conduct
The racial categories defined by the Código Negro Carolino directly correspond to legal
expectations for social conduct, irrespective of enslaved or free status. For example, the
code states, ‘Therefore, every negro slave or free, first order pardo or tercerón, and so on,
will be as submissive and respectful to every white person, as if each one of them were [his
or her] master or lord of the servant.’11 This law imposes a racial hierarchy for which status
as slave or freeman is inconsequential. A person that is not blanco must treat all blancos as
if they were his or her master. Rules of this type solidify the position of blanco as at the top
of the colonial racial hierarchy.
Furthermore, because of the primary role of the racial hierarchy in the legal sphere, even
10

‘…Y deberán ser reputados por blancos, si alguna de ellas no hubiese interrumpido el
orden prefinido (en cuyo caso, retrocederá la generación, según la calidad de la persona
que la invirtiere), siendo justo que la sociedad a cuya población y beneficio han contribuido
con sus servicios los recompense y premie, elevándolos alguna vez a la jerarquía de su
principal esfera; en lo cual tendrá además el mayor interés haciendo apreciable por tan
recomendable estímulo la miserable condición de sus esclavos,’ Código Negro Carolino
(1784), Primera Parte, Tercer Capítulo, Ley 1.
11

‘Por tanto, todo negro esclavo o libre, pardo primerizo o tercerón, y en adelante, será
tan sumiso y respetuoso a toda persona blanca, como si cada una de ellas fuera su mismo
amo o señor del siervo,’ Código Negro Carolino (1784), Primera Parte, Tercer Capítulo,
Ley 5.
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social conduct that would not otherwise be criminal becomes a punishable offense. In this
process, additional layers of the racial hierarchy are revealed. Within the hierarchy, negro
and mulato / pardo are grouped together, and tercerón, cuarterón, and mestizo are grouped
together. Otherwise stated, negro and its nearest category are at the bottom of the hierarchy,
and categories that incorporate each successive generation of blanco approach the top of the
hierarchy. This order is demonstrated in the penalties that the code outlines for offenses
against a person legally recognized as blanco. For example, for the offense of disrespecting
a white person, a negro or pardo would be put in stocks in the public square and given 25
lashes. Meanwhile, a tercerón, cuarterón, or mestizo would spend four days in jail and pay a
25 peso fine (Código Negro Carolino, Primera Parte, Tercer Capítulo, Ley 7). For this
offense, the punishment for the negro and pardo involves physical harm and public shame,
and the punishment for the other categories involves a short period of incarceration and a
fine. Likewise, for the more egregious offense of striking a white person, a negro or pardo
would be given 100 lashes in the public square and spend two years in prison with shackles
on his feet. By contrast, a tercerón, cuarterón or mulato would spend six hours in the stocks
in the public square and pay a 100 peso fine. For this offense, the difference in penalties for
the two groups is quite marked. The mulato and pardo suffer physical harm and spend two
years in prison, while the other categories spend six hours in the stocks and pay a fine
(Código Negro Carolino, Primera Parte, Tercer Capítulo, Ley 8).
Table 21. Offense and Penalty under the Código Negro Carolino by Race of Offender
Offense
Disrespect

Race of Offender
negro, pardo
tercerón, cuarterón,
mestizo

Penalty
put in stocks in public square
25 lashes
4 days in jail
25 peso fine
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Raising Hand,
Stick or Stone
Against a Blanco

Contradicting a
Blanco

negro, pardo

put in stocks in public square
100 lashes
2 years in prison
Shackled feet
tercerón, cuarterón, etc. 6 hours of public shame in public square
100 peso fine
negro, pardo
1 day of public shame
others
public jail for another term

Finally, for the offense of contradicting a white person in a less than submissive tone or
raising one’s voice—even knowing that he or she is right, for the offense of forgetting one’s
position of subordination, a negro or pardo would receive one day of public shame, and
members of the other categories would go to public jail for a term (Código Negro Carolino,
Primera Parte, Tercer Capítulo, Ley 11).
b. Racial Categories and Labor Restrictions
In addition to expectations for social conduct, the code sets out labor restrictions by
racial category. For example, the code provides:
We prohibit, under the severest penalties, that any negro or pardo tercerón practice
any art or mechanical profession, that should remain reserved for white people,
cuarterones and mestizos, because of preference to their color, and because of the
public convenience that results in distinguishing this middle class, that is moving
closer to the upper [class] of the Island, which nevertheless will not plant itself until
the privileged people learn the skilled professions.12
For labor restrictions, the tercerón is grouped with the negro and pardo in the group that is
prohibited from practicing certain professions. In this case, cuarterón, mestizo and blanco

12

‘Prohibimos pues, bajo de las más severas penas, que ningún negro o pardo tercerón
pueda ejercer arte, ni profesión alguna mecánica, que deben quedar reservadas para las
personas blancas, cuarterones y mestizos, por preferencia a su color, y por la conveniencia
pública que resulta en distinguir esta clase media, que se va acercando a la superior de la
Isla, lo que sin embargo no podrá ponerse en planta hasta que las personas privilegiadas
vayan instruyéndose en los oficios menestrales,’ Código Negro Carolino (1784), Primera
Parte, Séptimo Capítulo, Ley 1.
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are grouped together in the privileged group.
c. Racial Categories and Wardrobe Restrictions
In addition to expectations for social conduct and labor restrictions, the Código Negro
Carolino outlines wardrobe restrictions determined by racial category (Table 22). Negros
and pardos, irrespective of enslaved or free status, may not wear pearls, emeralds or
precious stones. Additionally, persons in these categories may not wear precious metals such
as gold and silver. Negras and pardas may not wear lace shawls; and negros may not carry a
sword or walking stick or wear hats with gold or silver braids.
Table 22. Wardrobe Restrictions under the Código Negro Carolino by Race
Category
negro, pardo
negra, parda
negro

Prohibition
pearls, emeralds, precious stones
gold and silver
lace shawl in place of cloth
sword, cane / walking stick
hat with gold or silver braids

These are just some examples of the ways that racial terms took on legal meaning during the
colonial period. Legal codes, such as the Código Negro Carolino, codified clear racial
hierarchies and imposed social, professional, and sartorial restrictions on individuals based
on racial category. These restrictions based on race superseded even enslaved or free status.
3. Reconciling Race and Skin Color Categories in the 20th Century
As racial categories continued to develop over time, scholars teased apart distinctions
between racial categories and nuanced subcategories (e.g., matiz racial), relating not
specifically to traceable lineage as in the colonial period but rather to physical appearance—
features such as skin color, hair color and texture, and features of the face and body. The
categories proposed by Guzmán (1974) are an example (Table 23).
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Table 23. Matiz Racial Classifications (Guzmán, 1974)
Matiz Racial Classification: Santiago
GRUPO A
1 – Rubio
(Raza blanca)
2 – Blanco
3 – Pelirrojo
4 – Blanco jipato
5 – Blanco jojoto
GRUPO B
6 – Indio lavado
(Frontera entre raza
7 – Indio claro
blanca y mulato)
8 – Trigueño claro
9 – Trigueño
GRUPO C
10 – Pinto
(Mulatos)
11 – Pinto jovero
12 – Jabao
13 – Indio canelo
GRUPO D
14 – Trigueño oscuro
(Frontera entre
15 – Indio quemao
mulato y raza negra)
GRUPO E
16 – Moreno
(Raza negra)
17 – Mulato
18 – Prieto
19 – Negro
20 – Cenizo
21 - Cocolo
Guzmán (1974) proposes three racial categories—blanco, mulato, negro—and positions 21
matices (‘shades / nuances’) across the three broader racial categories. Of these matices, 1,
2, 3, 9, 12, 16, 17, 18, and 19 are further explored in later chapters of this dissertation.
Furthermore, several trends emerge from an initial exploration of these data. First, the three
racial categories that Guzmán describes persist from the colonial period. These three
categories also overlap with matices 2, 17 and 19. Interestingly, mulato as a matiz racial
category does not fall within the mulato racial category, but rather falls within the category
attributed to raza negra. The placement of mulato in the negro racial category tracks the
colonial grouping of negro and mulato for purposes of social, occupational and sartorial
restrictions. Moreover, matices 16, 18, and 19—moreno, prieto, negro—all fall within the
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broad racial category of negro and track the 16th-century usage of these terms as seen in
section C, subsection 1 of this chapter. While many of the terms appearing as matices
raciales persist from the colonial period (e.g., rubio, blanco, indio, moreno, mulato, prieto,
negro), others developed in the former Spanish colonies (e.g., trigueño, jabao, cocolo). In
some cases, while the form of a term has remained the same since the colonial period, the
function or index of the term has changed. This is the case, for example, with the term indio.
During the colonial period, indio was used to describe the indigenous populations of the
Americas, and colonizers regarded indio as a race. Near the beginning of the 20th century,
however, residents of the Dominican Republic began using the term indio to describe skin
color. During the Trujillo dictatorship from 1930-1961, indio was incorporated as an official
skin color classification on the cédula. The notion that indio could be used as a descriptor of
color was hotly contested in academic and social circles, both internationally and
domestically. In the 1970s, Dominican academics spoke out vocally in the press regarding
the perceived absurdity of using indio as a skin color descriptor. The newspaper excerpt in
Figure 9 is an example. The headline reads, ‘Only Blancos and Negros: [He] Says Color
Indio Does Not Exist in [Dominican Republic].’
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Figure 9: Newspaper Article in which the Use of Indio as a Skin Color Descriptor is Contested
(1976). Source: (1976, August 20) Solo Blancos y Negros: Dice Color Indio No Existe En RD. LA
NOTICIA.

Another article echoes this point, ‘[He] Sees [as] Absurd Pretension to Create the Color
“Indio.” This article, also from the 1970s, discusses the assertion of Dominican sociologist
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Rubén Silié that it is absurd to construct a new color category and call it “indio”.

Figure 10: A Second Newspaper Article Discussing the Absurdity of Creating the Skin Color
"Indio". Source: (1976, August 24) Ve Absurda Pretensión Crear el Color “Indio”. Listín Diario.

Indio has not been the only contested category in the Dominican Republic, however, as
another professor, sociologist Dagoberto Tejeda, contests whether the color blanco exists in
the Dominican Republic either. The headline of the article reads, ‘Sociologist Affirms in
Country the Color Blanco Does Not Exist’ (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Newspaper Article in Which Sociologist Contests Use of the Category Blanco
Source: (1977, June 28) Sociólogo Afirma en País No Existe el Color Blanco

Against this backdrop—of colonization and conquest, legacy and lineage, legal categories,
social import, and contested terminology—the contemporary system of racial categorization
in the Dominican Republic has developed.
D. Chapter Summary
This chapter has engaged historical data regarding the use of racial terms in the
Dominican Republic to frame the diachronic dimension of the study. To accomplish this
objective, this chapter has undertaken three tasks:
First, the chapter has discussed the history and the historical racial setting of the
Dominican Republic, with a particular focus on the social and legal import of racial terms.
From this analysis, a four-part colonial racial hierarchy has emerged: (1) race as traceable
lineage, (2) race as legal status, (3) whiteness as aspiration, and (4) blackness as regression.
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This first section additionally discussed the ways in which domestic and international
political actors shaped the understanding of race and racial categories as Santo Domingo
transitioned from a colony to a republic. As time progressed, the notion of race evolved from
strictly lineage based, to referencing a limited scope of lineage, to an effective departure
from the determinative lineage model.
Second, the chapter has analyzed the historical use of racial terms in the Dominican
Republic using corpus data and focusing on frequency, connotation, and euphemism. This
analysis has revealed a persistent racial hierarchy, where forms of negro, mulato, and indio
can take on connotations of slavery and servitude, while forms of blanco are unambiguously
at the top of the hierarchy. While forms of negro are the most frequent over time in the
corpus data, because of negative connotations, euphemisms are frequently used to mitigate
the stigma of these forms.
Third, this chapter has discussed the historical use of racial terms using a 16th-century
court document, an 18th-century legal code, and 20th-century research and media. This
analysis reveals that, during the colonial period, skin color was also legally significant and
that skin color categories such as moreno, negro, and prieto were not mutually exclusive.
The analysis additionally reveals the legal ramifications of race. In the 18th century, race
corresponded to civil rights, criminal penalties, occupational possibilities, and wardrobe
restrictions. Finally, the analysis has discussed the relationship and overlap of race and skin
color categories in the 20th century, outlining the relationship between raza and matiz racial
and showing how some categories have been contested over time.
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